
Odour Control…Guaranteed!

SPECIALLY FORMULATED TO PROVIDE:

 √ Safety sealed dissolvable pre-measured packets
 √ Absence of biocides
 √ Cleaning of the waste from the inside of the holding     

 tank walls and all truck hoses and pumps (after continued, 
 uninterrupted use)
 √ Superior odour control
 √ Fresh, clean perfume
 √ Liquefaction of waste and digestion of toilet tissues: less water   

 needed: even works at 11L rather than the recommended 19L
 √ Beneficial to waste water treatment plants
 √ Efficiency from day 1 until day 7 or longer

AVAILABLE IN :
• 60g: 200 per Case (5 bags of 40)
• 30g: 400 per Case (5 bags of 80)

Using our custom 8-Strain Bacteria plus Added Enzymes

*Satellite is the first to manufacture bio products such as Quick Scents Bio
and is continuously improving these special formulas.  
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Odour Control…Guaranteed!

Based on over 10 years of research, the 
Quick Scents Bio is an innovative 

technology in the portable toilet industry, based 
on a specific invention by Satellite. It employs an all-

biological process with a specially formulated mixture 
of enzymes and non-pathogenic bacteria that make it 

not only environmentally safe, but also beneficial 
to waste-water treatment facilities. This can lead 

to substantial reduction of your waste water bill plus guarantees 
wide acceptance in even the toughest plants.

Quick Scents Bio contain “good” bacteria that create 
no smell. As we put a lot of them in and we feed them 
enzymes to grow quickly, they will win against the “bad” 
bacteria that create malodor. The reason why we have 
8 different strains of bacteria is because 
each sort of bacteria loves a different kind of food 
(vegetable, oil, etc). That way we cover all varieties.

Regular biocide based products work on contact with the solid waste so if your unit is overused and you have 
piling the biocide based products will only work on what is below the water level. The Quick Scents Bio breaks 
down solid waste and toilet tissues, preventing piling from occurring. In the toughest conditions our 
Quick Scents Bio will work even better. For example, in extreme heat conditions, our good bacteria will grow more 
quickly.

WITHOUT Quick Scents Bio WITH Quick Scents Bio
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Bacteria Action 

Odour Control…Guaranteed!
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The precise selection and dosage of multiple bacterial 
strains ensure that our product works from day 
1 until day 7, guaranteed. Or longer. Plus, 
Satellite being the only supplier with a truly worldwide 
presence, our bacteria are proved to work against 
odor-causing human waste bacteria in India, Brazil, 
Nigeria, Turkey and of course Europe and USA. Only 
we can guarantee a product that works on waste from 
workers from all around the world.  

Since the Quick Scents Bio bacterial spores are activated well before the 
bacteria from the waste is even introduced, the odour causing degradation 
from the waste is eliminated. Unlike other purely enzyme based or biological 
products ours is resistant to many ancillary products such as 
Cabana Spray, Urinal Cleaner, Hand Soap, ... 
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With our custom grown 8 strain bacteria, 
the Quick Scents Bio digests the soil inside 
the holding tank and clears the waste 
from the tank walls and trucks, 
whereas chemical based products will not 
do this. This means cleaner equipment, less 
mounding and easier servicing.
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NEW
BIO Liquids

 √ Environmentally Safe
 √ Less Mounding
 √ Breaks Down Solids
 √ Breaks Down Toilet Tissue
 √ Digests Soil in Waste Tank
 √ Clears Tank Walls of Residue
 √ Beneficial to Waste Treatment Plants

STF BIO 5000

Odour Control…Guaranteed!

Satellite Europe

Av. de la Toison d’Or, 67
1060 Brussels - Belgium
Tel: 0032/ (0) 2 542 56 56
Fax: 0032/ (0) 2 542 56 57

Satellite Germany

Robert-Bosch- Strasse 37
D- 42489 Wülfrath - Germany
Tel: 0049/ (0)  2058 9222 0
Fax: 0049/ (0) 2058 9222 33

Satellite United Kingdom

Lagrange, Lichfield Roal Industrial Estate
Tamworth, Staffs B79 7XD - GB
Tel: 0044/ (0) 1827 723 999
Fax: 0044/ (0) 1827 626 44

info@satelliteindustries.com   www.safetfresh.com

Available in:
1L, 3.8L, 23L, 208L

Usage Instructions:
Use 40-75ml per 19L 
toilet charge water.

Turn your deodorizers purchases
into points for free items.


